




































































































































































































































The  past  decade  has  witnessed  dynamic  changes  in  German  cinema. 
Signifiers  are  not  hard  to  find.  Abroad,  German  films  are  once  again 
attracting attention. Renowned  international awards such as  the Academy 
Award  and  the  European  Film  Award  have  recently  had  a  number  of 
German  recipients.1 German  films  are  touring  the  festival  circuit  and  the 
number of German film festivals has risen significantly in the past decade. 
In  Germany,  the  Filmförderungsanstalt  (FFA),  the  German  Federal  Film 
Board,  has  recorded  a  significant  rise  in  audience  numbers  for  domestic 
productions.2 The emergence of a German publication, Revolver,3 piloted by 
film  students  turned  film‐makers,  has  established  a  thriving  domestic 
forum for critical film discussion and proves that the developments on the 
German cinema horizon are also fostering new debates off‐screen.   







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































56 Elizabeth Boa & Rachel Palfreyman, Heimat: A German Dream. Regional Loyalties and National 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 
133 Lefebrve, p.29. 



































































                                                 
139 See Appendix I, H8. 























                                                 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                 
348 No English title available. [Surviving in Nauheim]. Nauheim is a small town in the 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEFAMILIARISING THE FAMILIAR: 
REGIONAL AND RURAL IDENTITIES 






Recent dynamic changes in German cinema have been drawing an increasing amount of national as 
well as international attention. Signifiers are not hard to find. Renowned international awards such as the 
Academy Award and the European Film Award have recently seen a number of German recipients. Abroad, 
German films are touring the festival circuit and the number of German film festivals has risen in the past 
decade. In Germany, the Filmförderungsanstalt (FFA), the German Federal Film Board, has recorded a 
significant rise in audience numbers for domestic productions.i The German film magazine Revolver, a 
publication created in 1998 by film students (now film-makers), provides an important forum for discussion 
of recent developments in German cinema. First attempts to define these changes are varied. While the 
French Cahiers du Cinéma writes of a “Nouvelle Vague Allemande,” others speak of the “Berlin School” 
or the “Munich School,” and others define it historically as the “new New German Cinema.” The 
definitions may be debatable and the film-makers may be reluctant to be uniformly categorised; a cinematic 
change, however, is undeniable. 
These cinematic developments have broken with the generic, popular cinema of the 1990s. Post-wall 
popular cinema in Germany is characterised primarily by comedies which offer a narrow vision of German 
identity: Young urban professionals in predominantly West German cities. Although successful with 
national audiences of the time, the films have been criticised for lacking connection with any real identity 
of post-wall Germany. Eric Rentschler suggests the “films focus on identity crises which are in fact pseudo-
crises” (Rentschler 2000, 263). He sees in them “a lack of oppositional energies and critical voices, … a 
marked disinclination towards any serious political reflection or sustained historical retrospection” (ibid.). 
It is precisely the generic, cultural hegemony of narrative, stars, settings, and identities that 
contemporary cinematic trends have arguably superseded with the construction of new identities for post-
unification Germany as well as retrospectively for pre-unification Germany. The films of the new 
millennium address Germany’s complex past—from the Third Reich (Der Untergang/Downfall [Oliver 
Hirschbiegel, Germany, 2004]) to the German Democratic Republic (Das Leben der Anderen/The Lives of 
Others [Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck, Germany, 2006]); and the 1970s political upheaval—(Die 
fetten Jahre sind vorbei/The Edukators [Hans Weingartner, Austria/Germany, 2004]); as well as its 
future—third/second generation German immigrants (Gegen die Wand/Head-On [Fatih Akin, Germany, 
2004]), the new Europe (Lichter/Distant Lights [Hans-Christian Schmid, Germany, 2003]), social 
deterioration (Knallhart/Tough Enough [Detlev Buck, Germany, 2006]), and provincial isolation (Schultze 
gets the Blues [Michael Schorr, Germany, 2003]). It is a cinema not only made in Germany but one that is 
very much about Germany. As Katja Hofmann notes: “Germans are rediscovering themselves” (Hofmann 
2006, 28). It is about German film-makers offering an authentic self reflection. Georg Seeßlen describes the 
cinema as a “Bewegung zur sozialen Wirklichkeit” (Seeßlen 2007, 16) [movement towards a social reality], 
while Gabrielle Mueller similarly talks of “the social as a narrative focus” (Mueller 2006, 117). 
An important facet emerging from these developments is the exploration of regional and rural identities 
in German documentary cinema. This article offers a primary understanding of these developments. It 
identifies a corpus of films that are bound by remarkable similarities in representing regional and rural 
identities in Germany today. These films are all the more important as they have not yet been the subject of 
academic consideration. 
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Although the regional is not new to the cinema screen, it has often been overlooked or overshadowed by 
other research frameworks in film studies. In terms of a historical and geopolitical approach, the context of 
national cinemas has been the predominant framework. This national approach has often failed to take note 
of the region and its importance within the larger national framework. On a regional level, it is the urban 
rather than the rural that has been the focus of academic attention. The recent publication Representing the 
Rural stresses the importance of a rural cinema study: “There is very little written directly about the use of 
land or the rural in the cinema despite the fact that it so frequently forms a backdrop to both fiction and 
documentary work” (Fowler and Helfield 2006, 2). Although German cinema is not referred to as such, the 
need for further research into the cinema of the rural is clearly emphasised. 
In the 1990s German regionalism became the subject of much socio-historical research. Celia Applegate 
(1990), Alon Confino (1997) and Tom Scott (1997), to name only a few, have created new understandings 
of the regional identity within German identity. The new literature on German identity demonstrates 
Germany’s inclination for the regional as one that is intrinsic to national identity. This recent historical and 
sociological interest has made it even more urgent for the discipline of film studies to be able to place and 
reconsider the German regions in a cinematic context. 
One of the first films to thematise the representation of German regional identities in the framework of 
this new documentary cinema is Die Blume der Hausfrau/The Flower of the Housewife (Dominik Wessely, 
Germany, 1999). A number of other films have followed in bringing German regional and rural identities 
onto national screens, to name some key examples: 
 
Out of Edeka (Konstantin Faigle, Germany, 2001); Schotter wie Heu/Gravel like Hayii (Wiltrud Baier and 
Sigrun Köhler, Germany, 2002); Herr Wichmann von der CDU/Mr. Wichmann from the CDU iii  (Andreas 
Dresen, Germany, 2003); Ich kenn’ keinen-Allein unter Heteros/Talk Straight: The World of Rural Queers 
(Jochen Hick, Germany, 2003); Die Blutritter/Riders of the Sacred Blood (Douglas Wolfsperger, Germany, 
2004); Durchfahrtsland/Remote Area (Alexandra Sell, Germany, 2005); Heavy Metal auf dem Lande/Heavy 
Metal in the Countrysideiv (Andreas Geiger, Germany, 2006); Full Metal Village (Sung Hyung Cho, Germany, 
2007). 
 
Almost without exception, these film-makers have been funded or partially funded by regional film 
funding institutions. The regional occupies an increasingly important position in the national film 
production industry in Germany. Germany’s film production is supported by a unique funding structure. It 
is a decentralised structure of funding institutions, the majority of which are regional film funds. In 1979 
the Bundesländer, the German federal states, for the first time followed the national example of film 
subsidy and established their own regional funding institutions. In the 1980s the regional film funds 
developed as they proved to be means to boosting regional economy and regional awareness. However, it 
was not until the 1990s that the regional film funds reached the significant position in German film funding 
structures they hold today. They have been further strengthened by the introduction of a film commission to 
every regional film fund. Regional film prizes offer additional promotion and exposure. Regional funding 
is undoubtedly linked to regional endorsement and is known as Standort-politik, the politics of place 
(Elsaesser 1993, 3-16). 
Whereas production is linked to regional institutions, the cinematic perceptions are not of regional 
origin: With few exceptions, the film-makers are not from the region they choose to portray. The filmic 
view is therefore not a view from within but a view from outside. Although these films are contemporary in 
nature and offer a novel understanding of the German rural regions, they show similarities with 
ethnographic film-making conventions. The outside and inside dichotomy has been a special concern in 
ethnographic film-making: “Participant-Observation is one of the most basic ethnographic research 
methods” (Fife 2005, 71), which involves the ethnographer observing as well as participating in his subject 
matters. The dichotomy is also relevant to the documentary film-makers under discussion, who have dealt 
with it in varying degrees of observing and participating. Some film-makers opt to observe solely from 
behind the camera and reduce their presence to a minimum (Herr Wichmann von der CDU); others have 
defined roles for interviewer and interviewee (Ich kenn’ keinen-Allein unter Heteros) or narrator and 
narrated (Durchfahrtsland), and others again prefer to participate to the extent that they themselves become 
the focus of attention (Schotter wie Heu). Like ethnographic films, the films under discussion in this article 
are constructed on notions of self and Other. New cinematic interpretations of the German rural regions that 
re-create and re-invent ethnographic notions of self and Other are presented here. 
Full Metal Village is the creation of Sung-Hyung Cho, a South Korean film-maker who has made 
Germany her home of choice for close to twenty years. Funded amongst others by regional institutions, the 
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film went on to win two regional film awards in 2006 and received the prestigious Max Ophüls Prize in 
2007. The film portrays an international Heavy Metal festival in the small North German village of Wacken. 
Film-maker Cho is seen participating with subjects on screen. She is instantly aurally and visibly 
identifiable as non-indigenous due to her Asian ethnicity and accented German. In early ethnographic 
footage a shot of the ethnographer posing with the natives was generally included. The ethnic or racial 
contrast forms an on-screen, visual divide between researcher and bodily artefact, between subject and 
object, and ultimately between self and Other. In Full Metal Village these roles are to an extent reversed. 
Like the ethnographer, Cho is non-indigenous to the area—ethnicity is the key, on-screen indicator. 
However, this ethnic divide is inverted: The white man has become the bodily artefact under filmic 
investigation. Cho challenges the ethnic roles of traditional ethnography, thereby questioning fundamental, 
ethnographic constructions of self and Other. At the same time, the film goes beyond portraying a 
conventional, transnational exchange (German–South Korean) to engage in a far more complex 
relationship: Wacken meets South Korea, regional meets immigrant, local meets global. 
Otherness also becomes a thematic concern in Dominik Wessely’s film (Die Blume der Hausfrau). The 
film, a huge audience success at the International Hofer Film Days (1998) and the Filmfestival Max Ophüls 
(1999), focuses on Swabian suburbia. Wessely places the Swabians’ reputation for cleanliness at the centre 
of his documentary. He portrays five door-to-door vacuum-cleaner salesmen in a region most noted for 
cleanliness in the regional week most renowned for cleaning (Kehrwoche: Annual Swabian cleaning week). 
Wessely pinpoints his protagonists’ ethnic origin from the start: The protagonists’ Italian origin is 
emphasised by the generic music of the Spaghetti Western, which forms a musical leitmotif and brings a 
whole spectrum of genre clichés to the film’s images. The music transforms the salesmen in their long dark 
coats into cowboys. The final shot of the salesmen driving off into the sunset in their company cars 
accompanied by the musical leitmotif reinforces the stylised image of provincial cowboys.v Although the 
soundtrack marks out foreignness, the salesmen, however, lack any aural features that would identify them 
as being non-regional. On the contrary, their language functions as an indicator of Swabian belonging: The 
men speak in Swabian dialect. One of the men’s customers highlights a similar verbal assimilation. A client, 
whose surname Chazilikizctisidis, identifies him as being of Greek origin, talks in a somewhat broken 
Swabian dialect and even insists that the salesman call him by the shortened, more German-sounding 
version of his name Schatzi—Schatzi being a German term of endearment. Although being a Greek, he has 
not only “germanified” his name but also adopted the extreme sense of Swabian cleanliness: He relates 
how he had previously used twelve litres of water to wash his carpet and kneels down on the carpet to 
inspect it with a magnifying glass. 
Dialects form the primary division between the film-maker and the subject matter, between the region 
and the audience, between self and Other. In addition, it forms the primary indicator of a regional identity. 
The foremost indicator of any regional identity is a common dialect, as Lyndhurst Collins explains: 
“Language is generally viewed as the supreme expressive component of identity” (Collins 1998, 34). A few 
of the documentaries (Schotter wie Heu, Out of Edeka) resort to German subtitles to overcome the language 
barrier created between on-screen Germans and an off-screen German audience. The interest in German 
dialect on-screen is part of a wider development in recent German cinema.vi 
These contemporary German film-makers place the German rural region under an ethnographic lens, 
thereby representing the rural region as a terrain of Otherness. Otherness is by and large marked as the 
unfamiliar and exotic and, as Kateryna Olijnyk Longley explains, “the exotic is always an attribute given to 
someone else or somewhere else … exoticism … is a way of seeing” (Longley 2000, 23). The film Out of 
Edeka (Edeka: Cooperation of independent retailers) captures the notion of the unfamiliar already within its 
title. The film, an autobiographical journey into the lives surrounding a small Swabian family-run village 
shop, was partially funded by regional television and film organisations and was awarded the 2001 
Bavarian Prize for Documentary Film. The title exudes foreignness on two levels. Firstly, Faigle chooses 
an English title for a German production. Secondly, the English title is undoubtedly a reference to the film 
Out of Africa (Sydney Pollack, USA, 1985) and echoes a vision of a geographically distant and unfamiliar 
place, thus creating an air of exoticism in a German rural region. The theme is supported throughout the 
film by exotic music ranging from Middle Eastern to Indian, Spanish-Flamenco and Gypsy instrumental 
compositions. The film features colourful re-enactments of worlds far away, played by the villagers and the 
film-maker himself: A queen, guerrilla warfare, cowboys, a Flamenco dancer. 
Faigle emphasises the notion of the geographical foreignness by quoting the actual distance between his 
village of Empfingen and the Mongolian city of Ulan Bator: “Mein Heimatdorf Empfingen, 3500 Seelen. 
8235 Kilometer von Ulan Bator, der Hauptstatdt der Mongolei” [My home village Empfingen, 3500 souls, 
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8235 kilometres from Ulan Bator, the capital of Mongolia]. The camera tilts from a low-angle shot of the 
clouds in the sky down onto the village’s yellow sign and a long shot of two men standing beside it facing 
the camera. The distance from Swabia to Mongolia is irrelevant to the film’s content, but by linking the 
village with such a faraway place, Faigle creates associations with the far-off. In conjunction with the wide-
angle shot of the men seemingly waiting at the village entrance for arrivals, it also evokes an image of a 
sparse and isolated population—a population living outside the borders of the familiar. The film is no 
longer a story about the familiar local but about the unfamiliar local. 
Like Out of Edeka, Die Blutritter similarly places the region within a geographically exotic context. Die 
Blutritter, also the recipient of regional funding, portrays the people surrounding the medieval equestrian 
procession of the town of Weingarten. A man dressed as a Native American has a recurring role in the film. 
Alois Weber, the costumed man, runs a Native American museum in the middle of the German countryside. 
He explains that his interest is rooted in the filmic adaptations of Lederstrumpf (The Leatherstocking Tales) 
and Winnetou. Both tales are fictional works on Native Americans by non-Native American writers, thus 
echoing notions of the Western view of the exotic Other. The film pans over figurines of Native Americans 
carved and clothed by Weber. This physical construction of the Other metaphorically points to a mental 
construction of the exotic. Weber’s museum is a dedication to a geographically removed and vanishing 
culture. His obsessive collecting echoes that of early anthropologists who harboured materials from the 
cultures of Others. The early anthropological need to classify and collect was driven by the desire to 
conquer the exotic by statically materialising it. Longley defines the exotic as precisely that: “The desire to 
enter forbidden territory, whether in the imagination or physically, to partake of otherness and to stake a 
claim” (Longley 2000, 23). 
Die Blutritter also bears witness to the problematic notions of this exotic relationship. In an interview 
with a Swabian man and his black wife, Wolfsperger captures the colonisation and domestication of a 
living Other. The Swabian man explains his reasons for marrying his wife as follows: “Deutsche Frauen 
habe ich auch schon gut kennen gelernt, und die Ansprüche von deutschen Frauen sind … ein bisschen zu 
hoch … und deswegen war die Wahl, eine schwarze Frau zu heiraten” [There have been German women 
that I’ve gotten to know quite well, but German women’s expectations are too high … and that’s why I 
chose to marry a black woman]. He gestures with his hand towards his wife, thereby objectifying her as 
little more than a consumer choice. His perception is based on male and racial superiority. Longley points 
to this power imbalance between the viewer and the viewed: “Exoticism … is a way of seeing which 
sustains the myth of cultural centrality, and therefore the superiority, of the viewer” (Longley 2000, 23). 
The white man’s superiority in this scene is unmistakable. In addition to his verbal presence—the woman 
remains silent and acquiescent—the dominance of the white man is physically conveyed: The woman is 
seated on a bench between her husband and another white man. The camera tilts down her body to rest at 
knee level: Both men’s bodies are physically pushed up against hers. The slow tilt down her body 
emphasises her sexual role. This is confirmed in the final shot at knee level: The woman has one hand 
placed on each man’s thigh. The camera movement encourages the perception of a regional “colonisation” 
of the Other as sexual exoticism. The cinematic objectification of the woman becomes so apparent that this 
in itself points to the problematic issues surrounding the beholder of the exotic gaze. 
In Schotter wie Heu the exotic is linked to notions of “primitiveness.” The film is a portrayal of Fritz 
Vogt, the bank director of the smallest bank and the last bank in Germany to run without a computer. The 
film exposes the protagonist’s naïve unawareness of the power of the camera. Prior to filming, Vogt’s 
appearance on national television results in his village bank becoming the victim of a robbery. During 
filming of the documentary, Vogt welcomes a further camera, one from the regional television station. It is 
during these television recordings—with both cameras directed at him—that Vogt’s naїveté towards the 
media is confirmed. Out of earshot from the television crew, Vogt turns towards the documentary camera 
to let the film-makers know exactly what he thinks about the other cameraman. Vogt’s confidence in film-
makers Baier and Köhler allows him to seemingly ignore the presence of the documentary camera. In 
another scene Vogt cycles down the path to his cows as directed by the television crew. After cycling down 
the path, Vogt turns to the television camera to ask: “Kann es weiter gehen?” [Shall I go on?] The camera 
crew start laughing at his inexperience towards the camera. The encounter between “primitive man” and 
“advanced technology” formed the basis for much of early ethnographic film-making (Oksiloff 2001). 
The media are engrossed with Vogt’s “primitiveness.” In the bank Vogt turns his attention to a small, 
manual letter weight while the television crew spread out their equipment. He holds up the weight (“Die ist 
mindestens 60 Jahre alt! Oder älter” [It’s at least 60 years old! Maybe more!]), and admires it. Behind Vogt 
the television lights shine brightly on him while the crew gets a grip on their equipment. The shot embodies 
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Vogt’s dialectic relationship with the camera: Vogt has become a media attraction by rejecting 
modernisation. The television camera is out to capture Vogt in all his technological innocence. This 
fascination that transforms the innocent into an object of attraction resembles the appeal many early 
ethnographic film-makers shared, as Assenka Oksiloff explains: “…the screened body of the native figured 
as a lost unity and provided a vanishing point for a fantasy of coherence and wholeness” (Oksiloff 2001, 6). 
In the first instance then, it may seem surprising that many of the films explicitly promote themselves as 
Heimatfilms (Schotter wie Heu, Durchfahrtsland, Full Metal Village). Heimatfilm implies Heimat—a unique but 
widespread word in the German language that expresses a strong sense of home and belonging. Heimat is 
so intrinsically being a part of the German language that there is no consensus on its translation. 
Translation attempts, however, remain unsatisfactory as the word is bound to a wide spectrum of 
connotations, implications and meanings, which have been shaped by the word’s developments within 
German-speaking countries. Despite the word’s many interpretations, it is the location of Heimat in 
cinematic representation that remains persistent. The Heimatfilm is integral to German cinema history, as 
Thomas Elsaesser comments: “Deutschlands einzigem eigenständigen und historisch beständigstem Genre” 
(Elsaesser 1994, 195) [Germany’s only independent and most historically consistent genre]. It is the rural 
region that has featured strongly as a location for Heimat. 
The contemporary film-makers under discussion revisit the traditional Heimatfilm location. Familiar to 
German cinema viewers as a place bearing notions of belonging and home, the traditional Heimatfilm 
setting has become exactly the opposite: A place of unfamiliar Otherness. Thus Die Blume der Hausfrau is 
defined by its own film-maker as a “schrägen Heimatfilm” (Wessely, quoted in Hesler and Richter, n.d.) 
(schräg literally means slanting and is commonly used to described the off-beat). Spiegel magazine 
describes the film Full Metal Village as a “Heimatfilm der etwas anderen Art” (Buß 2007) (another kind of 
Heimatfilm). ZDF television sees Die Blume der Hausfrau as a Heimatfilm of “skurril” (skurril meaning 
bizarre, whimsical) nature. Although Heimat is a familiar place, the Heimat location on contemporary 
screens is far from familiar. 
Whilst the films on the one hand defamiliarise, they also emphasise the values so much associated with 
the familiar, generic Heimatfilm, such as nature, tradition, family and community. Full Metal Village 
focuses on a small village community; Die Blume der Hausfrau and Die Blutritter are portrayals of 
regional traditions; Schotter wie Heu and Out of Edeka are explorations into village family businesses. 
However, the films expand from the familiar notions of Heimat to construct new understandings of a 
traditional concept. Faigle (Out of Edeka) reveals contemporary images of family and Heimat that are to be 
found not within the village community but outside it: A brother who has finally found love and a family 
with his Polish wife; a father who is seen on the phone talking to his Georgian granddaughter; a girlfriend 
who is Spanish. Faigle’s Heimat has grown literally “out of Edeka.” Wessely’s (Die Blume der Hausfrau) 
Heimat community is not a village community but the communal solidarity among vacuum-cleaner 
salesmen. Wessely restricts his portrayals of the salesmen to their professional role, omitting any reference 
or access to their private lives. The support of the salesmen for one another takes the place of the traditional 
role of family and home. 
The nature of Heimat, whether in familiar or unfamiliar guise, is double-faceted, as Manuela Fiedler 
points out: “Sie ist der Ort der Utopie ebenso wie der Ort der Ausgrenzung und des Vergessens” [It is the 
place of utopia as well as the place of ostracism and oblivion] (Fiedler 1995, 11). The Heimat image 
gradually reveals cracks: An alcoholic and violent father (Out of Edeka); isolated youth and suicides 
(Schotter wie Heu); gender discrimination (Die Blutritter); lonesome suburbia (Die Blume der Hausfrau); 
the abuse of nature (Full Metal Village). Even the new Heimat structures are not impervious to cracks. In 
Out of Edeka the core of the family—the shop—shuts down as it can no longer compete with the global 
discounters. Global expansion allows Faigle to expand the traditional notion of Heimat and family “out of 
Edeka” but equally threatens the traditional core of Heimat and family: The shop. In Die Blume der 
Hausfrau the solidarity between salesmen is vulnerable to ethnic divides: East German salesmen make 
jokes about their Italian colleagues. Again, global expansion allows Wessely to develop the traditional 
notions of Heimat and region into a multi-ethnic regional community but not without drawbacks. 
Although German cinema has been drawing an increasing amount of attention, an important element of 
its cinematic revival deserves closer examination. Contemporary documentary cinema has become a strong 
forum for German rural and regional identities. The non-urban region as location is typical of the traditional 
Heimat image; however, it is in the heart of this Heimatfilm backdrop that young documentary film-makers 
reveal new understandings of identity, belonging and Heimat. Not only do the film-makers exoticise the 
familiar Heimat setting but they moreover represent new structures of Heimat communities unfamiliar to 
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the viewer. By defamiliarising a seemingly familiar, German territory, film-makers challenge audience’s 
expectations and presumptions, thereby introducing a new array of fabrics to be woven into contemporary 
concepts of regional and rural identities in Germany. This focus on German rural regions and the 
constructions of new interpretations of German identities by means of defamiliarisation unite these 
documentaries into a cohesive group, which must be taken into consideration in any discussion about 
German cinema today. 
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Notes 
i see FFA. Markdaten. Kinoergebnisse—5 Jahre auf einen Blick, 
http://www.ffa.de/. 
ii No English title available. Literal translation. The title in German is an idiom meaning lots of money. 
iii No English title available. Literal translation. 
iv No English title available. Literal translation. 
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v Parallels between the Heimatfilm genre and the Western genre have been the topic of academic consideration. For 
textual comparisons, see Jirsa (1979). 
vi In the run-up to the 2007 Berlinale, the president of the German Film Academy, Günter Rohrbach, encouraged film-
makers not to shy away from German dialects on-screen. It is of interest that a fiction film shot in Bavarian dialect, Wer 
früher stirbt, ist länger tot/Grave Decisions (Marcus H. Rosenmüller, Germany, 2006), received a number of awards at 
the German Film Prize 2007. 
 
 
 
